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Abstract. Is it possible to study and detect the charmed baryons at

SuperLEAR ? Our answer is yes if we restrict our ambitions to the single

charm baryons Ac, £ c . Sc- The experimental approach requires high

Luminosity and some complexity of the detection system. It has to be

considered as a second generation Jet Target experiment in a range of p

momentum from 8 to 15 GeV/c.

1) Invited talk to the SuperLEAR Workshop - Zurich, Octl991.
Absent from the meeting my transparencies have been presented by J-P.Stroot.



1. INTRODUCTION

The CERN SuperLEAR project is certainly a very good machine to perform the
charmonium spectroscopy1) including exotics2-3). It could be built in the East Hall of the
CERN PS4). The R704 pioneer experiment5) has shown the experimental capability of a
charmonium study using a p storage ring and a jet target. The E760 Fermilab experiment6)
is a second generation programme. Only a high Luminosity experiment running at
L = 1032cnr2 sec1 will be able to solve most of the open problems of the charmonium
spectum and of the heavy exotic mesons. That includes hybrid c-quark states which can
decay through cc (bound state) + X and more generally the associated production to the
JA/ + X. The cross section of such a process is unknown at the SuperLEAR energy. But
it goes from zero at Piab = 4 GeWc to a maximum of 12 nb at Piab = 39.5 GeV/c7). It is
mainly due to the annihilation mechanism of one or two qq pairs. At the maximum
momentum of SuperLEAR that cross section value is certainly not négligeable.

The single charm baryon sector is much more difficult to study. It is due to the low
cross section of the production mechanism and the low branching ratios of the charmed
baryons in simple modes. From 15 expected cqq ground states A0 is very well known, Z0

is known and 3C has been observed8). The mass spectrum is sketched Fig. 1. None of the
Spin 3/2 has been observed so far.
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Fig.l The single charm baryon Spectrum

At SuperLEAR we expect to detect and identify the charmed baryons with a method
which is very specific to the pp initial channel and to enrich the present results on the
hadronic or electron machines8-9). We hope to stimulate the progressin non-perturbative



QCD. The idea is to disentangle the heavy-light from the light-light type of interquark
forces in the baryons.

2. THE EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

The way is to use a property of the associated production in the exclusive mode
pp -^ Hc H0 (Hc = charmed baryon)

This property has been experimentally proved at lower energy in the reactions :

pp —» A8 A5 or A5 Es

by the PS 185 (LEAR) Collaboration10). It consists of a fast increase of the cross section
near the threshold (Fig.2).
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Fig.2 The (pp - ^ A A ) cross section in the LEAR momentum range

The total (pp -» AA) cross section increases from zero (at the threshold) to

G= 100 ]ib which corresponds to a momentum step of 160 MeV/c.

At SuperLEAR we expect :

1) To have the same property for the charmed baryons in the pp

production. The momentum scanning regions are as follows :

A0 : 8 < Piab < 12 GeV/c

Ic, Hc : 10 < Piab < 15 GeV/c

«c : 14 < Piab < 17 GeV/c

Hc Hc

2) To use the good resolution of the energy of the machine in order to perform a scan

near the threshold of the pp -> Hc H0" Final States (SIGNAL). Such a scan can be

imagined as the plot of the observed cross section in function of the center of mass energy.



Below the threshold we measure the background. Above it we detect the same
background (approximately) plus the Signal. The extrapolation of the charmed baryon
signal to zero will give the mass of the baryon with a resolution depending on the AP of
the machine and on statistics.

A high luminosity experiment is necessary. One good solution is to use a Jet
Target installed on the machine4). With L = 1032Cm-2 sec-1 an integrated Luminosity per
day of the order of AL = 5pb-Vday could be achieved. Another advantage of the Jet
Target is the very good definition of the volume of the interaction region (< lcm3). The
Signal of the charmed baryons has to be extracted from a huge background. At the
luminosity value of 1032Cm-2 sec"1 the particle flux through the detectors will be 2.2 107

charged particles / sec and about .9 107 TC°/sec.

3. A0" AND Q0" AT A GLANCE

These two single charm baryons correspond to the two extreme cases of a charmed
baryon experiment at SuperLEAR. Any programme would have to exhibit a good Ac result
in order to prove the feasibility of the method and to measure the level of the background.
On the other hand any new approach of the charmed baryons has to envisage the possibility
of the Q^ detection.

3.1 Ac

a (pp -» AcAc) has been estimated by P. Kroll with a di-quark model11^ to be
20 nb. That number corresponds to the minimum value of the expected range from scaling
laws of SJ. Brodsky12) : 20 to 200 nb. In our calculations we will suppose :

a(pp -4 Ac Ac) = 100 nb.

On the point of view of the experimental detector (trigger, reconstruction, particle
identification, background) two decay modes can be envisaged : the weak decay of the
c-quark in the exclusive mode A0 -> A5 e+v and the non leptonic decay A0 -» A5 TC+Ji+K".
The first one means a missing energy in the detector but an electron identification coming
from the primary interaction (rate reduction at the trigger level). The second one allows the
invariant mass reconstruction and is a high charged multiplicity (5) in the Final States (also
rate reduction at the trigger level).

Taking:

Br(Ac+^A5

Br(A 4T-* A s

and the combination :
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We easily compute :

Br(Ac Ac-> Final States (A, -» p Jt)) = 3.6104

CT (pp -» Ac A0 -» Final States) = 36 pb.

with an acceptance • efficiency of the order of 20% we estimate the production rate to be of
the order of 35 events/day. The final event topology requests the identification of two
secondary As vertices and the three final charged configurations :

1. (e+e") (pp) (Jt+JT) + missing energy (charged multiplicity = 6)

2. (e+) (pp) 2TC+3ir + missing energy ( " " = 8 )

3. (pp)4jc+4;r ( " " =10)

3.2 fie

We have no theoretical prediction of the cross section CT (pp _» Qc Q0) near the
threshold. The process is a complete and coherent annihilation of the initial qq pairs.
Nevertheless in a very naive model we could expect

CT(PP - ^ Q0 r^) < CT(PP ->AC AC] X (as)4

with Ct5 = .2 we obtain CT (pp -» Q0 Qc) ~ .1 nb.

On the other hand if we suppose the leptonic branching ratio Br (Q0 _> Q- e+ v) to be

of the order of 1% we can have the final situation :

pp -> Qc Qc _» Qe+ vQ'e-v -» K" A5e+ vK+ Ase-v _»

(e+ e-) (Jt+Jr) (K+K") (pp) + missing energy.

The branching ratio Br (Qc Q0 -»• Final States) is 1.9 105. The topology is not simple

because we have to select 4 secondary vectices (two As, two Q").

Finally the cross section can be estimated to be :

CT(pp -» Qc Qc) -> Final States) = .002 pb.

It is a very small value. We cannot expect more than one event for 100 days of
running at a 100% efficiency and the maximum luminosity! Obviously other decay modes
have to be considered. But from our simple considerations we think that the Qc detection is
not possible at SuperLEAR.



4. CONCLUSIONS

At SuperLEAR charmed baryon physics is attractive. The way to perform it is the

exclusive associated production near the threshold :

pp -> Hc Hc (H0 = charmed Baryon)

The signal of the charmed Baryons will appear as a step rise of the excitation function in the

threshold region.

The low cross sections and branching ratios request a high luminosity experiment at

L = 1032cm-2 sec4 and probably a Jet Target setup. The SuperLEAR momentum range

extends from 8 to-15 GeV/c if we intend to enrich the present baryon spectrum. The

experimental difficulties increase from the A0 to the £c and Hc. In our paper we have just

tried to show that the Ac detection seems very realistic and the Q0 one impossible.

A charmed baryon experiment at SuperLEAR requests a complex detection system :
• Fast signals

• Electron identification and tagging

• Good tracking system in a magnetic tield

• Tt, p separation (TOF, dE/dX)

• A fast trigger based on the measurement of the change of the charged multiplicity

from the main vertex region to the outside one.

• AU these conditions have to be envisaged in a high flux environment of

3.107part./sec.

A charmed baryon programme at SuperLEAR is realistic. But it has to be foreseen as a

second generation experiment. It concerns A0, Sc. 2c- The Cl0 is excluded from that

search.
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